IAF University
Session 3
How to Use Relational Meetings to Build
Your Core Team

Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Relational Meeting Layout
Fishbowls
One on One Practice
Next Steps / Adjourn

“The whole key to organizing is finding one person other than yourself”
- Charles Sherrod, SNCC director, Southwest Georgia

Bob Moses, SNCC, on how to organize a town:
“By bouncing a ball. Soon all the children come around. You keep bouncing the ball. Before
long, it goes under someone’s porch, and then you meet the adults.”

MacArthur Cotton, SNCC, on his method of organizing:
"I talk with as many people as possible in an informal way, trying to get to know the people I
work with. After working an area for 6 days, the same people have accepted me as a friend.
They have become willing to discuss some of their more personal problems."

Core Team
Practices and Discipline

Congregational
Power Analysis

Relational
Meetings

The congregation is
already organized
and you need to
figure out power,
relationships and
interests if you are
going to try and
reorganize it.

Talent search,
trying to discover
who’s interested
and why.

Training
Many of our
congregations can
benefit from training
we do. The training
doesn’t have to be on
issues

Acting and
Evaluating
Need to do this in order
for people to learn.
Small actions inside of
congregation and
outside of
congregation.

Core Teams
Practice and Discipline
Congregational Power Analysis

What you are trying to understand:
What are the primary groups in your institution?
Who are the leaders of these groups?
How do they relate to each other?
How are decisions made?
How is the institution connected to the outside world?
What are the primary tensions within your institution, if any?

Purpose of Relational Meetings:
Relational meetings are the building blocks for developing
the relationships needed to strengthen our congregation
and ministries.
We do relational meetings in order to:
Spot leaders and identify people with talent/potential;
Discover people’s interests and identify issues they
would be willing to act on;
Develop fruitful relationships with people whose
interests could be met through serving on our ministry;
Find other people to do one on one meetings with.

Relational Meetings Defined
IS

IS NOT

Face to face, 1 on 1

Over the phone or in a group

Search for other person's self interests,
motivations, dreams, formative stories

Sales pitch or opportunity to lay out your agenda
(join MY committee!)

A way to develop public relationships

A way to make friends or get dates

45 minutes

Endless (shorter is more energizing!)

Two way conversation where most important
question is WHY

Interview, survey, interrogation

Action to get a reaction

Open ended, no action

Relational Meeting Structure
Beginning

Middle

End

Credential: who suggested you meet

Look for the personal underpinnings of
the other person's public life

How might you challenge this person to
act based on their own self interest?

What different experiences shaped
them and now compel them to lead?

Referrals: what other leaders do they
think you should meet with?

Ask lots of WHY questions

Possible next steps:

Does this person have a following? if so,
where and who do they lead?

- Bring people they know together to
discuss an issue that they raised?

How have they acted to make change?
To address an injustice in their
institution or community?

- Attend a ONE Wake training or
meeting that is relevant to their
interests?

How do they want to develop or grow?

- Make sure what you suggest is clearly
within their self-interest

Part of a larger effort to get to know
leaders in your institution
Break the ice with easy questions
Brief introduction of yourself, EX:
- A formative experience in your life
that now compels you to lead;
- Why you joined your institution
and your vision for its role in
society;
You are sharing your story to solicit a
similar story from the other person

Evaluation after the Conversation

Is this person a leader or potential leader? If so
what would be a good place for them to lead based
on their own self-interest?
How might their self-interest overlap with the work
of ONE Wake?
Take brief notes - but only after they have left

Next Steps

Commitment to have relational meetings with all
leaders on your institutional power analysis
Goal is for you to have 1-3 relational meetings per
month
Attend ONE Wake Annual Meeting on
June 10 at 7:30 PM

